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375 

Bu tebliğ, Matüıidi'nin kelfun ve tefsirinin arkaplanındaki kavramsal çerçe

veyi ele almayı ve yeniden değerlendirrneyi hedeflemektedir. Bir. başka ifadeyle 

onun hermönitik metodunun epistemolojik temelini ele almaktadır. Kitiibü ~-Tevhfd 
ve Te 'viliitii 'I-Kur 'iin' dan hareketle imam Matüıidi'nin, Matüıidiyye'ye mensup 

olmayan daha sonraki alimleriıi bilgi teorilerinin gelişiminde pek de bilinmeyen bit 

~ etkiY-e sahip olup olmadığını tartışmaya açmaktadır. Onun kelfun bilgi teorisindeki 
sem'/akıl~gibi kavramsal gelişmeler böyle bir etkiye sahip olmuştur. 

Burada en dikkat çekici vasıta, haber-i mütevatir veya tevatürdür. Tevatür 

ifadeleri daha sonraki kelfun ve hatta usul-i fıkıh alimleri tarafından olaylar hak

kında sadece haber değil- bilgi aktarmak için kullanılmaktadır. Bu çalışmada 

imam Matüıid!'nin tevatürü kullamını konusundaki araştırmalarım, onun Kur'an 

ve sünneti bilgi kaynağı olarak kullanması konusunda derinlemesine bilgi ver
mektedir. Matüridi'nin tevatüre yaklaşımı, keHimi epistemoloji ve Te 'viliitü 'I

Kur 'iin konusundaki çalışmalatin kıtlığı dikkate alınarak aydınlatılmaya çalışı
lacak, ayrıca İmam Matürldi'nin bilgi teorisinin giriş mahiyetinde de olsa- ortaya 

konulmasına çalışılacaktır. 

THE VERICLE OFTAWA.TUR IN AL-MATURİDİ'S EPISTEMOLOGY 

Dr. Dale J. Correa 

New York University 1 USA 

SUMMARY 

This paper will address and reevaluate the canceptual framework behind 

Imam al-Maturidi's work in kalarn (theology) and Qur'anic exegesis: namely, 

the epistemological basis of his henneneutic teclınique. I argue on the b~sis of 

Kitiib ai-Tawhld and pertinent discussions in Ta 'wfliit ai-Qur 'an that al-Maturldi 
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had a generally unrecognized influence on the development oflater non-Maturidi 

Muslim scholars' epistemologies, which sternmed from canceptual developments 

such as the vehicles of the sam'/'aql binary of his theory of kalarn knowledge. 

One of the most notable vehicles of this binary is al-khabar al-mutawatir, or 

tawatur. Tawatur statements are considered by later scholars of kalarn and even 

uşül al-fıqh (legal theory) to impart knowledge of not just information about 

events that the statements describe, and so my investigation of al-Maturidi's tre

atment of tawatur provides insight into how he deals with issues inherent in the 

use of the Qur'an and Sunnah as bases of knowledge. Considering the relative 

dearth in scholarship on al-Maturidi's approach to tawatur, his theological episte

mology, and the Ta'wllat al-Qur'an, this paper aims to begin elucidating the issues 

inherent to these studies, while providing a coherent, if only prefatory, picture of 

al-Maturidi's theory of knowledge. 

Introduction 

Human beings quite naturally take knowledge for granted in their daily lives. 

We know where we live and work, we know our names. We also know events 
. . 

for w hi ch we are or were not present; for exaınple, we know the sun· rises in the 

east and sets in the west, whether or not we watch the sun follow its course; we 

know groups ofpeople came to the continent now known as Nortli America and 

set up colonies; we know there is in tlıe world a city called Beijirig although we 

may not have been there. Abü Manşür al-Maturidi (d. 333 AH), the subject of our 

inquiry, knew God exists, that Mul;ı.ammad was His prophet, and that Mul;ı.anımad 

brought the message of the Qur'an, even though he was not a witness to the events 

ofMul;ı.ammad's life. Al-Matuıidi's religious knowledge, and that of his contem

porary Muslim community for that matter, was predicated on events that none of 

them had personally experienced. How did they have this knowledge how did 

they know? Particularly in his works on the Qur'an and Islamic theology topics 

that beg the question of how we know what we know - al-Matuıidi deals with 

these epistemological issues. 

The revelation of the Qur'an occurred in time, and we gain knowledge of i ts 

revelation in time as well. The exegesis of a revelation in time, as well as the materi

al connected to the exegesis, involves constructing a herrneneutical :framework that 

can de al with material that conveys knowledge of the past event of revelation, and, 

in this case, the Prophet Mul;ı.anımad's lifetime. A dispositional quality associated 
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with such material is tawatur, a subject of study in the Islaınic disciplines ofkalam 

and uşül al-fıqh, and less so in l)aditlı. Tawatur literally means "recurrence," or 

"succession at short intervals"1149 and tawatur reports (al-akhbar al-mutawatir) are 

considered to impart knowledge of the events that the reports describe. Because 

of these reports' function in the canveyance of knowledge and of the difficulty 

scholars have in agreeing on the defınition of a complex terrn such as tawatur, an 

investigation of al-Maturldi's treatment of tawatur provides insight into how he 

deals with issues inherent in the use of exegetical material, e.g. the Sunnah, as a 

source ofknowledge. Moreover, it also perrnits us to better understand the Qur'an 

and Sunnah as sources of knowledge in his work on kalarn and uşül al-fıqh. 

Very little has survived in the way of a cohesive uşül al-fıqh from al-Maturidi. 

However, ifwe suppose that uşül al-fıqh and kalarn share fundamental intellectııal 

concems, 1150 we can siınilarly suppose that al-Maturidi treats the concept oftawatur 

inKitiib al-Tawb1d as he would ina work ofuşül al-fıqh. Furthennore, we can trace 

· al-Maturidi's treatmen~ and application of tawatur in a herrneneutical framework 

in his Ta 'wlliit al-Qur 'iin. Of partictılar concem is how al-Maturidi employs al

khabar al-mutawatir in his exegesis of a text that is itself believed to have been 

transmitted as a tawatur report. Observing al-Matııridi's defınition and treatment 

oftawatur, as well as its ramifıcations in an application such as Qur'anic exegesis, 

allows us to begin evaluating his approach to the categories ofknowledge attainab

le from the Qur'an and Sunnah as sources of knowledge. The dispositional quality 

tawatur is our window to these categories in his epistemology. 

Our inquiry begins with al-Maturidi's discussion of aklıbar (repoıts) in the 

seetion on the sources of knowledge in Kitiib al-Tawb1d. We then move to exa

mine some of the principal occurrences of kimbar and al-khabar al-mutawatir in 

Ta 'wlliit al-Qur 'iin, particularly in the case of the crucifıxion of the prophet Jesus. 

Throughout, we will evaluate al-Maturidi's application of tawatur in light of his 

theoretical treatment and begin to construct an epistemological framework based 
,!'

on o ur fındings. This will be particularly pertinent to o ur discussion of the echoes 

of al-Matıırldi's theological epistemology in the works of la ter scholars. 

ı ı49 Bemard Weiss, "Knowledge of the Past: The Tlıeory of Tawatur According to al-Ghazal!," 

Studia Islami ca 61 ( 1985): 86. 
ı 150 The appearance of the terrn taıviltur in both kalilm and uşiil al-fiqh literature leads us to be

li eve there would be over! ap in the treatment of the concept. Furtherrnore, Aron Zysow has 

demonstrated the theologizing of uşül al-fiqh in Transoxania al-Matuı:!dl's time as well as sub

sequent generations; see Aron Zysow, "Mu'tazilism and Matundismin l:fanafi Legal Tlıeory," 

in Studies inlslamic Legal Theol)', ed. Bemard Weiss (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 235-265. 

-------. -.-·-
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Al-Aklıbar 

Sources of Knowledge 

. Al-Maturldi delineates three sources of knowledge: that which is perceived 

(al- 'iyan), reports (al-aklıbar), and speculation (al-na?:ar). 1151 He divides reports 

in to two types, although it is not ciear un til the end of the discussion that the two 

types are aklıbar al-rusul (reports of the prophets) and al-klıabar al-mutawatir (the 

recurrent report).
1152 

Al-Maturidi explains the necessity of reports as a source of 

knowledge in that aman is ignorant of certain information without the assistance 

of reports; for example, he is ignorant of "his lineage, his name, his essence, the 
name of his substance, and the names of everything."1153 He asks rhetorically, 

"How is he to attain knowledge with what reaches him from that from which he 

was absent? Or when does he know what by w hi ch [ exists] his means of life and 

sustenance? All of that reaches him by report."1154 He continues, arguing that a 

person who denies the necessity of reports as a source of knowledge cannot per

ceive the things that are not fully understood through mental exercise except by 

speaking them and listening to them. 1155 He demonstrates the necessity through 

an argument with this unnamed opponent who denies reports as a source. Al

Maturidi reasons that the opponent, when he reverts back to his statement denying 
reports aftef-being questioned on the subject, has accepted the report and only 

· needs to be told it again. 1156 Similarly, the opponent who denies the perceivable as 

a source of knowledge, when questioned and reverts back to his .denial, knows the 
veracity of the perceivable asa source ofknowledge but is confused. Ifhe gives 

in, we are free to ab use him because he cannot react angrily or unreasonably. That 

would require the pronouncement of o ur action ( e.g. explaining his perceived pain 
ofbeing struck) which is communicated by report. 1157 

Al-Maturidi concludes this seetion of argumentation by stating that our 

çlarürat al-'aql (irresistibility of reason) is what necessarily accepts knowledge 

from reports. He deals with the c;larürah mechanism of conveying knowledge furt
her in his treatment of the aklıbar al-rusul, which sirnilarly must be accepted by 

the irresistibility of reason. However, the reason for their immediate acceptance 

1151 Abü Manşür al-Matundi, Kitab a/-Tawl;id, ed. Bekir Topaloğlu and Muhammed Aruçi 

(Istanbul: Irşad Kitap Yayın Dağıtım, 2007), 69. 
1152 Kitab ai-Tawbid, 70-71. 
1153 Kitab a/-Taıvbid, 70. 
1 ı 54 Ibi d. All translations are my own unıess otherwise indicated. 
1155 Kitab a/-Taıvbid, 71. 
ı 156 Ibid. 
1157 Ibid. 
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is the clarizying signs that accompany the prophets in order to establish their ve

racity (şidq). No report is more obviously true than the reports of the prophets, 

aiıd no report more readily assures the heart of i ts audience and confuses more the 

opponent who is struck by the irresistibility of the knowledge from such a report. ı ı 58 

The second type of khabar, however, which he does not classizy but which the 

editor refers to as al-khabar al-mutawatir, requires na:?ar, or speculation, because 

it does not bear any evidence of veracity or proof of immunity from error. ı ı 59 

The po int of differentiation is the manner in w hi ch the veracity of the state

ment is made evident. The divine proof of the prophets' prophethood that accom

panies themis the instrument by which the khabar is introduced to the human 'aql 

upon hearing and triggers the c;larürat al-'aql to accept the khabar as true as well 

as to accept the knowledge contained therein. However, in the case of al-khabar 

al-mutawatir, the veracity of the transmitters is not verifıed by any such proofs. 

Al-Maturidi explains: 

If th.e like of [this report] is from among those that bear no falsehood at all, 

then the person to whomit is ascribed [i.e., the initial testifıer] must have bom the 

duty of witnessing the speech act from one whose immunity from error has been 

made evident by a proof. That is the description of al-khabar al-mutawatir: the 

reason being that any one of them [i. e., the transmitters] even if there is no evi

dence of his immunity from error the report from them, if it reaches that lirnit, its 

veracity manifests, and the immunity from error of i ts like is established against 

falsehood even though the opposite of this is possible in every [ way one can con

ceive of]. Such is what is said about that the path ofwhich is ijtihad (independent 

legal reasoning) ev en if the error and rnistake of each is possible on i ts own, they 

wouldn't agree except with whom helps them to that in order to make manifest 

its truth, since opinions do not point to it after the differentiation of desires and 

the variance of airns for the very one possessing the view without the divine help 

(lutf) of the Mighty and the Praiseworthy who controls the manifestation of His 
Truth and His Creation 's immunity from error as He wills. ı ı 60 .r 

From this passage, we can discem several characteristics, which in tum pro

duce a set of conditions that defıne the quality of tawatur. Although at fırst it 

seerns that only a person immune from error can initiate a tawatur report, al

Maturidi elaborates that a person with no evidence to support their trustworthi

ness can initiate a report based on their witnessing a person immune from error 

1158 Ibid. 
1159 lbid. 
ll60 Kitiib al-Taw/:ıfd, 71-72. 
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making a statement, and that repoı1 will gain veracity through circulation and thus 

qualify as tawatur. He indicates that there is a ceı1ain upper limit of transmission, 

a critical mass of instances of transmission and transmitters, w hi ch brings out the 

veracity of the report and demonstrates that it is tawatur. The existence of such 

a report creates the possibility of a paraHel situation for other reports of siınilar 

origin and transmission to be tawatur. 

Additionally, although the opposite sitııation is possible that a report beco

mes widespread and its tawatur quality becomes apparent, but the report is a lie 

this would not happen in reality because the people would not agree on a report 

except with God's lutf. God is involved in the process and controls the manifesta

tion of His tnıth, which is in this case conveyed by the tawatur report. 

Thus, we can discem the following conditions for the tawatur report: 

1. The report ınııst originate with a person who is iınınune from error making 

the stateınent (which becoınes the report); 

2. The person who relates the report of the statement from the one iınınune 

from error (the testifıer) ınust physically witrıess the stateınent's pronounceınent; 

3. The report ınııst reach a certain liınit of transmission in order for i ts vera

city to manifest; 

4. Only a report sııppoı1ed by God 's lutf will ınanifest trut~, and moreover, 

will ınanifest God's tıuth. His lutfappears in the fonn of the imınıınity from error 

of the person making the stateınent, or the agreeınent of the masses on the trans

mission of a given repoı1. 

It appears that in al-MatıırTdi's schema all tawatur reports begin from a sta-

. tement ınade by sameone who is iınınııne from en'or. The veracity of the person 

making the stateınent ınııst already be established before the report can be con

sidered tawatur unlike the transmitters of the report whose trustworthiness may 

not be established at the time of their transmitting the report, but upon the report 

becoming suffıciently widespread, becomes ınanifest. In other words, al-MaturTdi 

does not pennit a way to compensate for a lack of imınunity from enor of the 

person making the statement like he does for the tı·ansınitters. 

It becomes clear in the fallawing seetion on the fınal division of akhbar, what 

the editar calls khabar al-wal;ıid (singular report), that the person who is irnmune 

from enor is a prophet (nabı al-ral;ımah), and that reports not based on the state-
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me nt of a person who is innnun e from error are admitted in al-MaturTdT's schema. 1161 

Wlıile we may have sunnised from al-MaturTdT's discussion of aklıbar that those 

iınınune from enor are prophets, the theoı·etical possibility that God could bes

tow iınınunity from enor on whom He pleases existed un til al-MaturTdT provided 

this clarifıcation. Therefore, it ınay be appropriate to categorize the aklıbar of 

al-MaturldT into the prophetic and non-prophetic, in terıns of the origins of the sta

tements that become reports, and witlıin th~ prophetic reports into repoıis trans

mitted by prophets and those transmitted by people who have no immunity from 

enor. The akhbar al-rusul are those prophetic reports transmitted by prophets, and 

al-khabar al-ınutawatir is a report of a statement made by a proplıet, transmitted 

by people who are not imınune from erı·or. 

Furthennore, we fınd from al-MaturTdT's discussion of khabar al-wabid in 

comparison to al-khabar al-mutawatir that the latter obligates knowledge. 1162 Al

khabar al-mutawatir, therefore, ınust impose upon the human çiarürat al-'aql ina 

manner siınilar to that of the akhbar al-rusul, obligating knowledge to obtain in 

the audiei1ce. Tawatur is in this sense a dispositional quality, allowing for the ob

taimnent ofknowledge upon the occurrence of the appropriate circuınstances (the 

four conditions listed above). However, the type of knowledge iınpaıied is in its 

origin from prophets and inevitably is prin1arily religious knowledge. It is possib

le that prophets made statements regarding histarical phenomena, or observations 

of society. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that al-MaturTdT allows for only 

reports originating ina strictly religious cantext to obligate knowledge, whereas 

reports fi:om people other than prophets, regardless of the subject matter, ınust 

be worked on in order to detennine their qualities. Al-MaturTdT requires that the 

transmission of such non-prophetic stateınents be scrutinized through ijtihad and 

na:(':ar in order to deterınine whether they are valid or should be oınitted. However, 

whether they are useful or not, these reports do not give humans recourse to full 

ku ı d ı . b . 1163 ow e ge on t 1eır as ıs. 

Application in Refutation: al-Warraq and Ibn al-Rawandl 

In his discussion oflbn al-RawandT's (d. 298 AH) writing on al-Warraq (d. 

24 7 AH), al-MaturTdT applies his understanding of tawatur to a refı.ıtation of the 

assertian that the transmission of the Qur'an isa khabar al-al}ad (a synonyın for 

1161 Kitiib al-Taw!ıfd, 72. 
1162 Ibid. 
!l63 Ibid. 
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khabar al-wal:ıid). 1164 Al-Maturidi's refutation provides more detail on the process 

and character of the transmission ofa tawatur report, arguing that the Qur'an was 

transmitted "successively sufficiently," indicating with the doublet kafatan 'an 
kafatİn that successive sufficient numbers of transmitters transmitted the Qur'an 

through the generations. 1165 Thus, we can defıne the limit of transmission in the 

third condition of tawatur: that a report must be transmitted successively by a 

sufficient number of people at each level of transmission in order for its veracity 

to manifest. 

Al-MaturTdT also deseribes how al-Wan-aq "caluınniates" the quality of 

tawatur itself by arguing that the transmitters of a tawatur statement are likely 

to make mistakes in their transmission if they are far from the source of the sta
tement in time and place, and that if they are close, "the practice of [tawatur] 

is not possible except for a short duration." 1166 Al-Maturidi responds citing Ibn 

al-Rawandi's reply that al-Wan-aq is ignorant of the gatherings of scholars pre
sumably where the reports would be shared and transmitted and through them, 

the wide dish·ibution of reports to the point that very little is unknown by those 
further away, almost preferentially in comparison to those closer to the source of 

h . . ı 1167 t e ongına report. 

In his ow-;} refutation of al-Wan-aq, al-Maturidi likens the ta;.,~tur transmis

sion of reports from the prophets to repoıis of the Muslim conquests and the 

death and victories of kings. In particular, he explains that a report of such grave 

importance as the murder of a king would be disseminated by çiarürah meaning, 

with such in-esistibility to human reason that no one would deny it until, even if 

the people were to want to hide it, they would not be able to do so.1168 Likewise, 
reports of a nature beyond nonnal circumstances, such as the coming of a prophet, 

become widespread in areas of the world far removed from the original location 

of the report. Al-MaturidT argues this was the case of the Prophet Mul:ıaınınad, 

whose reports are so well distributed that one cannot go to a distant comer of the 
world without fınding evidence of his reports there. 1169 Reports of this type do 

not dissipate easily, so the likelihood that they were transmitted by a single, weak 

chain of transmitters (as opposed to a sufficient, critical mass of transmitters at 
each level of transmission) is low. 

1164 Kitiib al-Taıvb/d, 270. 

1165 Ibi d. 
ll66 Ibi d. 
1167 Ibi d. 
I 168 Ibi d. 
ll69 Kitiib al-Taıv/:ıld, 271. 
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Al-Matuıidi's refutation of al-Warraq reveals more about the character of the 

original statement of the report, the circumstances surraunding i ts pronouncement, 

and the knowledge it contains. Tawatur reports, it seems, have their origins not 

only in the statementş of prophets (the fırst condition of tawatur), but their being 

prophetic statements itself makes them irresistible to transmission. This notian is 

sirnilar to the irresistibility of aklıbar al-rusul for human reason; however, in this 

case al-Matuıidi intends not just the canveyance of knowledge from these reports, 

but their transmission over time and space as well. The canveyance of knowledge is 

part of the transmission, but the repetition of the transmission that is, the fact that it 

continues over time and space applies the irresistibility of these reports in a further 

context. It is notjust the source of the reports (statements ofprophets) that obligates 

knowledge in the audience, but also the category of knowledge contained therein 

and transmitted that obligates its obtainment in the audience. This supports the fo

urth condition oftawatur that only a statement supported by God's lutfwill manifest 

truth ançl therefore, knowledge for the audience. The truth bestowed on the state

ment from God through divine communication with the prophet gives the report of 

the statement the irresistibility characteıistic of tawahır reports. Transmitters other 

than the prophet do not experience the divine cornınunication of knowledge, but 

they are subject to the c;larfırah. Thus, we may conclude that the knowledge transmit

ted in tawatur reports is c;laıii.ri iıresistible, immediate, and passively acquired. 

Aklıbar in al-Maturidi's exegesis 

The Mutawatir Quality of a Khabar al-AI}ad 

In his discussion of Q 2:180 in Ta'wilat al-Qur'an and the associated legal 

issue of whether a person can specifY an heir for any part of his/her estate, al

Maturidi treats the arguments for the abrogation of the verse by a prophetic report. 

The verse appears to establish that a person may designate heirs, but the prophetic 

report prohibits this. He explains that there are two views on the matter, ole of 

which is that the prophetic report is klıabar al-al;ıad, areport that cannot abrogate 

other reports let alone a verse of the Qur'an. 1170 According to al-Maruridi, the gro

up professing this opinion argues that in terms of transmission, the report is al}ad, 

whereas in terms of the knowledge of its validity, it is mutawatir. Al-Maturidi 

agrees that this is a possibility, because it happens that a mutawatir report will 

be known by one generation, but only its associated action will be known by the 

1170 Abü Manşür al-Matuı'idi, Ta 'wfliit al-Qur 'iin, ed. Ahmet Vanlıoğlu and Bekir Topaloğlu 

(Istanbul: Mizan Yayınevi, 2005), 1:333. 
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following generation. 1171 The repoıt itself may be considered al)ad thereafter, but 

the resıllting practice is so widespread and agreed upon that it is mutawatir. He 

ci tes the case of the prophetic report prohibiting the flesh of predatory beasts and 

birds with talons, w hi ch is al)ad in i ts transmission but mutawatir in i ts observance 

and people's knowledge ofits validity, as an example of this situation.1172 

Al-MaturTdT herein provides another method for the canveyance of knowled

ge from a mutawatir repoıt, as well as another evahıation of a concept's tawatur 

quality. We fınd that a concept may be mutawatir not strictly because of the dıa

raeter ofits transmissionasa report, but also because of the character ofits enfor

cement. The mutawatir report forbidding the flesh of predatory beasts and birds 

with talons may have been circulating for some time, but by al-MaturTdT's genera

tion, only the mutawatir enforcement of the prohibition existed. Tawatur applies, 

therefore, not only to statements made in the past, but also to actions resıllting 

from statements made in the past. Fuıtherrnore, the knowledge obtained from the 

mutawatir report accompanies the mutawatir action once the report has lost its 

tawatıır status. The knowledge is thus conveyed in the action, and is still çl.aıiirT 

in that it is iıTesistibly and passively acquired. The widespread acceptance and 

enforcement of the action precludes the necessity for speculating as to its validity. 

Lastly, the source-oftheknowledge conveyed in the action is still the kiıowledge 

fi.·om the mutawatir report. Although the verbal report may have lost popularity, 

the knowledge originally obtained from the repoıt itself does not transfer to a dif

ferent source, or create a new source, upon the loss of the verbal aspect. 

Tawatur in this instance plays an impoıtant paıt in the exegesis of the ver

se: Based on his evaluation of the possibility of an al)ad transmission, and a 

mutawatir enforcement, al-MaturTdT concludes that the verse is abrogated by the 

prophetic repoıt. 1173 W e observe in this cas e that al-MaturTdT's understanding of 

the sources of religious knowledge, and their in teraeti on in legal theory, affects 

his interpretation of the verse, as well as the report, on the legallevel. Al-MaturTdT 

has an established hierarchy of religious knowledge in w hi ch an al)ad prophetic 

repoıt can abrogate the legal effect of a mutawatir verse of the Qur'an based on 

the ımıtawatir enforcement ofthereport's associated action. Thus, we may add to 

the third co ndition of tawatur that not only the successive, suffıcient transmission 

of the report manifests the report's veracity, but also that the widespread enforce

ment of the report's associated action has the same effect. 

ı17ı Ibid. 

ı ı 72 Ta 'ıvi/at al-Qur 'iin, ed. Vanlıoğıuffopaıoğıu, ı :333-334. 

ıı73 Ta 'wl/at al-Qur 'iin, ed. Vanlıoğıu!Topaıoğıu, ı :334. 
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A Mutawatir Falsehood 

Possibly the most dogınatically and theologically pertinent exegetical dis
cussion ofa khabar mutawatir is in Q 4:157-158: "They said, 'Verily, we killed 

J es us Chıist, the son of Mary, the Messenger of Go d;' but they di d not kill him, 

n or crucify him, but it appeared [that w ay] to the m. Certainly those who di :ffer on 
it doubt it and have no knowledge of it except to follow suspicion; they certainly 

did not killhim 1 Rather, God raised him up to Him; God is Mighty, Wise." Al

Maturidi explains that some people hold two opinions on this verse. The fırst, 

the opinion of some of the "Sophists," is that those referred to in the verse who 

believe they killed and crucifıed Jesus probably erred or were mistaken in their 
witnessing of the events. 1174 The second opinion, of some of the Mu'talizah, is 

the possibility that the mutawatir report of these events was based on false or 

erroneous reports. 1175 According to al-Maturidi's theoretical framework in Kitab 

al-Tawl:ıid, a mutawatir report is incapable of falsehood. Knowledge does not ob

tain falsely, nor can knowledge especially çlarüri knowledge created by God be 
false. The b as is of the reports in falsehood would invalidate the possibility of the 

tawatur quality for al-Maturidi. 

Al-Maturidi's Mu'talizi opponents do not present a strong argument, but ask 

rhetorically following the elaboration of the Soplıists' argument that the senses 
can en, "What prevents mutawatir reports from possibly emerging falsely and er

roneously too?"1176 Al-Maturidi responds quoting atlıers explaining that the report 

of the murder of Jesus only spread among six or seven of those mentionedin the 

Qur'anic narrative, which attains the level of a khabar a~ad. It appears that this is 
al-Maturidi's opinion on the matter, and because aklıbar al-a~ad do not obligate 

knowledge in al-Maturidi's schema, this suffıciently dismisses the false tawatur 
• 1177 
ıssue. 

However, he continues to refute the Mu'talizi clairn with an etaboration on 

the possibilities for deliberate human collusion to misinform others. Al-Matuıidi 
argues that those who entered the home searching for Jesus in order to kill him, 

once they realized they could fınd no trace of him, decided to claim they had 

killed him. They did not want to adınit the greatness of the sign of his message 

1 ı 74 Ta 'wrllit al-Qur 'lin, ed. Mehmet Boynukalın and Bekir Topaloğlu, 4: ı 00-1 O 1. 
1175 Ta'wrllit al-Qur'lin, ed. Boynukalınffopaloğlu, 4:101. 
1176 Ta 'ıvrllit al-Qur 'lin, ed. Boynukalınffopaloğlu, 4:102. 
1177 Ibid; wa al-khabar al-ladlıf klin intishiiruhu bi-dlıiilika al-qadar min al-' adad lııtıva min 

aklıbar al-lil;lid 'indanli, "The report whose distnbution by that amount in number, we cansi

der it among the aklıbar al-liblid." 
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inherent in his mysterious disappearance from the home. 1178 Their report, there

fore, was an obfuscation of the true report (tashbih khabar) that they committed 

against others intheir community.1179 If this is possible, then they did not mistake 

what they sa w and their senses w ere in good working order ( contrary to the Sop-

h. , . ) 1180 
ısts contentıon . 

It is worth noting that al-MaturidT does not respond to his opponents' argu

ment that this report spread among the Jews and Christians as a khabar ınutawatir 

by eliminating Jews and Christians as transmitters of mutawatir reports. Instea.d, 

he addresses the people to whom the verse refers, who believed they killed Jesus, 

and assigns any falsehood to their collusiop. This is signifıcant because, although 

al-MaturidT had the opportunity to make al-khabar al-mutawatir areport transmit

ted only by Muslirns, he did not do so. Confessional identity is not a condition 

for a transmitter of a mutawatir report; rather, al-MaturidT's emphasis is on the 

demonstrated veracity of the transmitters by sufficient distribution of the report. 

Al-MaturidT also confırms in this refutation that only a true report can obligate 

knowledge in i ts audience. If those who believed they had killed Jesus were tel

iing the truth, or were correct intheir belief, then knowledge would have occurred 

for the audience of that report. Instead, as Q 4:157 relates, the audience differs on 

it, doubts it, and has no certainty as to its truthfulness. 

Conclusions 

Following the process of transmission from start to fınish, and bearing in 

mind the additions and alterations we made to al-Maturidi's theoretical frame

work on the basis ofTa'wiHit al-Qıır'an, the conditions oftawatur are as follows: 

1. The report must originate with a person who is immune from error making 

the statement (which becomes the report); 

2. The person who relates the report of the statement from the one immune 

from error (the testifier) must physically witness the statement's pronouncement; 

3. The report must reach a certain limit of transmission successive and suf

fıcient distribution at every level of transmission - in order for its veracity to ma

nifest; or, the report's associated action similarly must be suffıciently widespread 

in practice; 

1178 Ibid. 
1179 Ibid. 
1180 Ibid. 
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4. Onlyareport supported by God's lutfwill manifest truth, and moreover, 

will manifest God's truth. His lutf appears in the form of the immunity from error 

of the person making the statement, or the agreement of the masses on the trans

mission of a given report. His lutf makes the report true by giving the knowledge 
imparted by the report a çlarüri characte):. 

The proof of a report' s tawatur quality is in the veracity that manifests as a: 
resfilt of these conditions. W e cannot know a report's tawatur character until this 

veracity becomes evident. In this way, tawatur is particularly appropriate for dis

cussions of knowledge of past events because it forces us to consider the entirety 

of the process of transmission and to deal retrospectively with such reports. 

J ust as the veracity of the report is the proof of i ts tawatur quality, i ts accep

tance by the human çlarürat al-'aql is evidence that the character of the know

ledge imparted by the report is çla.ıiiri. Al-Maturidi does not explicitly deseribe 

the knowledge imparted by the report in this way, but it is clear from his discus

sions that the knowledge is acquired passively and irresistibly by the audience. 

Similarly, Abü I:Iamid al-Ghazali (d. 505 AH), writing on the mainstream Shaf'I

Ash' ari view of tawatur, argues that not only is the report's basis in knowledge 

('ilm) rather than opinion (?ann) a condition of tawatur, but also that the know
ledge must be çiarüri. 1181 

This is a more nuanced understanding of the epistemological process outli

ned by al-Maturidi. Altlıough al-Maturidi does not explicitly state that the report 

must be based on knowledge and not opinion, as we notedin his discussion of the 

report ofJesus' cruci:fixion, one of his explanations for the spread of the report is 

that a group obfuscated the true report. The report they circulated was based on 

a falsehood, and failed to manifest as mutawatir. Furthermore, al-Maturidi's :first 

condition is that the report be based on the statement of a person who is inımune 

from error, and thus produces only true statements. Combining these notions that 

the false basis of a report will not lead to a mutawatir report, and that the origigal 
. .r-· 

statement maker must be inımune from error we can argue that the basis of al-

Maturidi's tawatur is knowledge and nothing less. 

Moreover, both al-Maturidi and al-Ghazali contend that the knowledge im
parted by al-khabar al-mutawatir is çiarüri. Al-Ghazali explicitly states that this 

is the case, but we can surmise from al-Maturidi's theoretical discussion that the 

knowledge must be çlarüri. For both, the knowledge must bear this characteristic 

1181 Abü l;Iiimid a1-Ghaza!I, al-Mustaşfli min 'Ilm al-Uşiil, (Bayrüt: Diir al-Şadir, 1970), 134. 

[Originally printed: (1322 AH) Bülaq: al-Matba'ah al-Amiriyyah] 
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in order to be transmitted as a khabar mutawatir. :Oarüri for al-Ghazali means 

that the report is based on knowledge perceived by the senses;1182 similarly, al

Maturidi's second condition holds that an eyewitness of the original statement 

must make the report. 

Al-Ghazali and al-Maturidi also · hold a similar condition on the manner 

of transmission of the mutawatir report. In his mature work on uşill al-fıqh, al

Mustaşfii. min 'Ilm al-Uşül, al-Ghazali writes that the report must be transmitted 

by a kamil (suffıcient) number of transınitters, and must fulfıll this and the afo

rementioned conditions at each stage of the transmission process. 1183 Al-Maturidi 

writes that the report must be transmitted kafatan 'an kafatin, successively and 

suffıciently through the generations. Although his dietion is ambiguous, it is pla

usible that al-Maturidi sirnilarly irnagines that all of the conditions of the tawatur 

statement must hold throughout the process of transmission. Finally, al-Ghazali 

and al-Maturidi both argue that Go d has a role in certifying tlıe tawatur quality of 

h 1184 t e report. 

While it is not necessarily the case, we can argue from the abovementioned 

sirnilarities that al-Ghazali's treatment oftawatur represents, in many ways, a nu

anced development from that of al-Maturidi. Al-Ghazali's explanations ~re more 

direct and specifıc as to what constitutes a condition of tawatur. However, al

Ghazali is vague as to what kind ofknowledge is conveyed ina khabar,inutawatir. 

He is clear that the character of this knowledge is çiarüri, iıTesistible to the audien

ce, and based on the senses. Nevertheless, he does not tell us who is responsible 

for the original statement or event witnessed. Perhaps he was deliberately vague 

in order to construct a truly abstract theoretical fi:amework, but it is intriguing 

that al-Maturiditakes the time to specify the origin of the statement that be~omes 

the mutawatir report, whereas al-Ghazali neglects to do so in his comparatively 

lengthy treatment of tawatur. 

For al-Maturidi, the mutawatir report is a source of knowledge because 

tawatur guarantees the obtainment of knowledge in the audience upon the occur

rence of certain conditions. In this way, tawatur is a dispositional quality. More

over, the tawatur quality is in:l:luential in the hermeneutical approach to scriptu

re, particularly in the application of scripture considered aklıbar as a source of 

knowledge for the law. It is noteworthy that the Islami c in telleetual tradition gives 

1182 Ibid. 
I 183 al-Ghazali, 134-138; see also Weiss, 88-89. 
1184 Al-Ghazali, 134: "It was in the power of God Most Great to create for us knowledge through 

their report, ev en if it was on [the authority of] ~ann; but this is not God's habit." 
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testimonyİn the form of al-khabar al-ınutawatir its due asa source of knowledge, 

and particularly that it o frentimes transcends religious boundaries of knowledge. 

In the case of al-Maturidf, even tlıough he specifies that the mutawatir report must 

originate from a prophetic statement, he does not allow confessional identity, or 

the limitation of the prophetic stateınents to MuJ:ıamınad, to enter his tawatur fra

mework. Al-Ghazii.li demonstrates that later scholars, even of different legal and 

tlıeologicalleanings, developed this tendeney in al-Miituridi's treatment and ext

racted the prophetic element from tawatur. 
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